
Subming Textbook Adopons

Every semester the Cove Bookstore reaches out to faculty and staff to collect textbook requests for upcoming 
terms. Gathering course materials is one of the single most important tasks that the bookstore takes on. We 
know how important keeping course materials affordable is and when the bookstore has accurate informaon 
entered for courses that students are enrolled in that helps to keep the cost of course materials as low as 
possible for our students. With that in mind, the bookstore strives to have informaon on 100% of the courses 
offered at CSUCI by the me students are able to enroll in classes for a given semester.
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- Log into your myCI 
 - hps://myci.csuci.edu

- Select the Folle Discover icon.

-Your page will automacally be 
redirected to your courses. 

- Enter the 13 digit ISBN & hit “adopt.”
 - ISBN is usually printed on the back of the  
 textbook in the lower corner. 

- No textbooks? Select “I have no materials 
to adopt for this course”.

- Please email the boo- Please email the bookstore to have a 
course set to “OER material required.” 



- Course material informaon is then sent to the 
bookstore and will display as ‘pending’ unl the 
request has been reviewed. Once processed, the 
status of the material will show as “adopted.”

- Cou- Course materials will be listed as “required” by 
default. They may also be listed as “recommended” 
or “choice.” This can be changed by clicking on the 
tle in queson. This will take users to a detailed 
view of the book, where the use of materials may 
be adjusted.
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- Clicking the ‘Add to My Library’ link will save the textbook informaon so that it can be easily 
accessed for future semesters. 

- Quesons? Please reach out to the bookstore at bookstore@csuci.edu or (805) 482-5456.
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